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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This report is a summary of the proceedings of the 2nd Roads and Environment Conference in
Pokrzywna, Poland. The conference was held within the context of the Partner for Roads
program, window 8: Roads and Regional Development. The objective of the cooperation within
window 8 is to strengthen the link between road networks/projects and regional development by
assisting planning authorities in emphasizing this link. The aim is eventually to put this into
practice, by involving stakeholders in creating a balance between Economy & Ecology.
The report summarises the proceedings of the conference in the next 6 chapters.
Chapter 1: Introduction and background
Chapter 2: Summary
Chapter 3: Game on the road to success
Chapter 4: Presentations
Chapter 5: Site visits
Chapter 6: Open planning and decision making process: the challenges
The attached CD-rom includes all the presentations given during the conference.

1.1

Organisation
The General Directorate for National Roads & Motorways of Poland (GDKKiA) in cooperation
with the Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management of the Netherlands as
part of the program ‘Partners for Roads’ organized this 2nd Conference for Roads and
Environment. The organization of the conference was based on the success of the 1st Conference
Roads and Environment held in the Netherlands in 2004.
The co-organization of the conference and the opportunity to visit new and different sites led to
hold the conference in the GDDKiA conference centre at Pokrzywna in South of Poland near
Opole and Wroclaw.
The content and organisation support was provided by DHV Environment and Transportation.

1.2

Objective of conference
The Conference, in line with the 1st Conference on Roads and Environment, aimed to strengthen
the expert network of window 8 (Roads and Regional development), by creating an optimal
opportunity for the exchange of best practices and lessons learnt. The focus of this conference
was to bring stakeholders together to develop an integrated approach to ensure environmental
and society friendly investments. Especially focussing on current issues surrounding the EU
environmental policy, including SEA, EIA, Natura 2000 and noise; and the role of NGO/public
support in projects.
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1.3

Participants
The participants to this years’ conference came from the Netherlands and Central and Eastern
European Countries namely: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia. Guest speakers to the conference were representatives of the
European Commission and International and local NGOs who gave presentations and input into
the discussions.
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SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE
The one-week conference was filled with presentations, discussions and site visits. This chapter
covers the highlights of the conference and possible future ideas for activities within the Partner
for Roads program in cooperation with Central and Eastern European Countries.

2.1

Highlights of the conference
The highlights of the conference can be summarized in the following points surrounding the
main theme open planning and decision making process:
- Theoretical Presentations:
• Environment & democracy – presentation on the development of policy in
Europe in relation to developing programmes.
• How to deal with resistance – a presentation on the process surrounding a
project.
• Presentations of the European Commission DG Regional Policy: Road
Transport Development in European Regional and Cohesion Policy and DG
Environment: EU nature protection policy and transport projects.
• Presentation of the European Environment Bureau (EEB): A NGO perspective
on SEA and EIAs.
- Country presentations, see chapter 4.1for description of presentations.
- Discussion during and after playing the “Partners on the road to success” a management
game based on the traditional Game of Goose.
- Site visits, including the participation of local NGOs in cooperating with the GDDKiA
on project development to link theory to practice.
- Panel discussion with the representatives of the European Commission, the EEB and
Polish Ministry of the Environment

2.2

Challenges of open planning and decision making process
The discussions during the one week conference led to the naming of a number of challenges
and findings encountered in the open planning process. The specific issues and points can be
found in chapter 6, below a summary of the main challenges to ensure an open planning and
decision making process.
1. Procedures – what to watch within the procedures
2. Protection of flora and fauna
3. Stakeholders – general issues to keep in mind to ensure involvement of stakeholders.
Specifically dealing with Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and Municipalities
4. European Commission
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2.3

Suggestions for possible future activities
During the conference attention was given to current activities and “rough” ideas for future
activities. Participants had a great number of ideas for future activities which at present are in
the process of evaluation. Initiatives and new ideas from each country are still welcome.
The ideas include stakeholder workshops, multi-country conferences, study visits and much
more, in annex 4 a list of rough ideas is given.
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GAME ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
“Partners on the road to success” is a management game based on the traditional Game of
Goose. This traditional children’s game has been converted into a game for people involved in
project development and covers the obstacles & advantages encountered along the way.
The “Game on the Road to Success” was an excellent way to start discussing issues in relation
to road projects in the different countries. Each group had intense discussions during the game.
One participant felt the game projected the real life situation where a project may be moving
along very smoothly and then an “obstacle” may be encountered such as waiting for financial
approval.
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DISCUSSIONS
The set up of the conference encouraged participation of the experts. The enthusiasm of the
participants was highlighted through active participation with the presentation of their
experiences. This chapter gives a brief description of each country presentation, the second part
of the chapter highlights the discussion that took place in the two groups.

4.1

Overview of country presentations
The short description of the presentations are given below, full presentations can be found on
the CD-rom.
Country:
Bulgaria

Czech Rep.

Estonia

Hungary

Latvia

Subject:
The construction of Struma motorway, part of Sofia – BCCP Kulata (the
border with Greece) motorway, is a priority project for the transport
infrastructure modernization in Bulgaria. Five alternatives have been
developed.
In 1997 NGOs started a protest against developing a highway along Kresna
Gorge. Since then NGOs have been involved in the development around the
project. Moreover, the project needs to be in-line with European
Environmental law.
Transport modeling for transport network development
Transport modeling is important part of assessment of environmental impact
caused by transport. Based on socio-economic characteristics and transport
data it predicts future traffic volumes on road network. These volumes are the
prerequisite for determination of the emission flow for each road segment,
which is used for urban air pollution modeling.
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in Estonia - Cases Island Saaremaa;
harbor and fixed link. The presentation highlighted through 2 cases the
learning experience of the Estonia road administration in the importance to
involve the public and local NGOs in public consultation. In the Saaremaa
Deep Harbor the NGOs were involved but unsatisfied with the EIA process
and took case to court. No public consultation was organized, thus no support
from locals. In the Saaremaa fixed link: From start involved general public
through consultation and using different means of communications.
Permission Procedure of M0 Ring Road including the role of municipalities in
permission procedure.
Issues encountered: a lot of municipalities involved with their own interests,
changing legislation and slow trial procedure.
Development of Latgale Highway Project.
The road project dates from the Soviet period and a comparison with current
requirements is made. In Soviet time: Definite performers of tasks within
accepted financial frame, decisions made based on technical and economic
research. In EU period: Contractors must be chosen by tenders, EIA,
feasibility study, public hearings, monitoring and control at all stages. The
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Lithuania

Netherlands

Netherlands

Romania

Slovak Rep

4.2

case of Koknese is presented to highlight the procedures in Latvia.
2 presentations: 1 looking at the EIA procedures and the application. During
the EIA little communication happened between the Ministry of Transport and
the Ministry of Environment . As a consequence the EIA didn’t cover all the
alternatives, thus the EIA had to be redone.
Raudondvaris – a case where the current road runs through a town, is in bad
condition and is unsafe. A bypass is planned, with 6 alternatives studied. The
new road will pass through 2 nature areas. Public consultation was undertaken.
Problems encountered in Dutch road planning projects. Highlights the
importance to look for a good balance between content, process and procedure.
Where: Procedure - Relates to procedure-oriented quality: transparency,
accountability, checks & balances; content - Relates to scientific-technical
quality: civil engineering, environment, knowledge; process - Relates to
quality of the planning process: degree of participation, involvement actors
Bypass Ommen – a Dutch example
The road near Ommen needs to be reduced in size. Through public
consultation, communication with the general public agreements were reached
on the development of the bypass.
Public Debates For “Bucuresti – Brasov” Motorway.
The legislation related to road development programs is introduced and public
consultation project is highlighted. Public consultation aimed at: creating
support obtaining more information; identifying the sensitive areas;
establishing the optimal corridor from the technical and environmental
protection. The participants in the public consultation process are: the
governmental administrations at 3 levels; the NGOs; the research center, the
universities and the local population. Consultation achieved with different
tools.
Assessment of the Projects from the Environmental Point of View in the
Slovak Republic
EIA procedure in Slovakia and the involvement of the general public and
NGOs. The general public is only interested in the benefits for them and not in
the flora and fauna the roads cross. NGOs are not yet active in road projects as
their attention is focused on other type of projects.

Summary of the 2 discussion groups about country presentations
The country presentations were given in two separate groups to allow for ample discussion and
exchange of experiences. The discussions highlighted involving non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) in the planning process, role and power of municipalities, relations with
European Commission and content of the issues.
The approach to involve municipalities and NGOs in the planning process differ greatly because
municipalities have their own political focus and agenda. This also implies that involvement of
the NGOs of municipalities in the planning process may vary.
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The discussion in the first group covered specifically the role of NGO in planning process and
decision making process when EIA is completed. Involving NGOs is a relatively new process
and through trial and error the road administrations in different countries adjust their planning
process to incorporate the voice of different stakeholder groups. The presentation from Estonia
highlighted the learning process in relation to involve NGOs and the local community in a
constructive way.
Discussion in the second group covered the role of municipalities who have little funds, but lots
of power to introduce new and different solutions.
Municipalities often create more obstacles than NGOs. Municipalities play political games,
whereas NGO’s focus on the procedures and the omissions made within them.
In addition, in most countries no laws or regulations exist as tools to overrule municipalities
when the national cause is at stake. In the Netherlands the “TRACE wet” allows for
municipalities to be overruled if it is in the national interest to have the planned road.
Some countries highlighted the role an NGO can play in developing plans. The NGO was
involved in an early stage and contributed information to the development of the project.

5

SITE VISITS
During the conference 4 site visits where made. On Monday morning the A4 motorway was
visited; on Wednesday 3 sites were visited along the trajectory of the S-1 and S-69 express road.
On Wednesday local representatives of NGOs involved in finding alternative solutions give
presentations from their perspective.

5.1

A4 motorway: Wroclaw – Katowice: Ecoducts and noise barriers
The visit focused on the Ecoducts, both existing and under-construction along the A4.
Specific features of the ecoduct:
–
Width of ecoduct: 35 meters
–
Screens to prevent light coming through,
but not noise
–
Vegetation on the ecoduct
–
Ecoducts located in areas identified by the
hunting association
–
Monitoring only during winter months
when animals leave traces in snow.
Noise barriers and the drainage features along
the A4 were also viewed.
Discussion points raised during the visit:
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●

●
●

5.2

Monitoring: important to evaluate the success of ecoducts is to monitor the
presence of wild life. This should be done whole year round counting both what
type and how many animals use it?
What is the ideal width of an ecoduct?
What are effective features of an ecoduct?

Natura 2000 site – “Morzyk” express road S-1
The construction of the S-1 road is on-going, the site visited ran along / through the Morzyk
nature reserve. In the past 15 years discussion on the possible solutions were on-going.
Situation:
Morzyk nature reserve in Grodziec Śląski is ancient forest with a surface area of 11 ha.
A small spring originates within the Morzyk area.
The S-1 road runs along the original trade road, with it increased in importance and with the
gradual increase in traffic volumes reconstruction has to be considered.
During the planning process the NGOs had little influence to change the trajectory of the S-1
and to negotiate on measures, however involvement at a latter stage gave valuable experience
on the role NGOs can potentially play in a
project.
At one point the black stork, a protected species,
was spotted within the area. NGOs used this fact
as an argument to block the planned trajectory.
Discussion points:
●
How can an NGO cooperate with the
National Road Administration?
●
How can the National Road
Authority mitigate? Is this the only
breeding area of the black stork in
the area, or could an alternative
breeding ground be found?

5.3
Animal passage – planned fly-over of express
road S-69
he planned animal passage along the S-69 is a
good example of cooperation between the
National Road Authority and NGOs. The
achieved result of the planning and decision
making process meets the needs of both the
NGO and the Road Authority.
The situation:
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Planned construction of the S-69 cross-cutting two corridors of mammals:
1. Corridor at section Laliki-Zwardon (between km 44 - 46 of planned road)
2. Corridor at section Szare – Laliki km 40 of planned road
Species affected by the planned road construction are: red-deer, roe-deer, wolf, lynx, bear
Protection of the migration corridor can be guaranteed through construction of overpasses and
underpasses.
The parameters of the overpass are indicated by the NGO as follows:
Overpasses at least 50 m wide
Fly-over bridges at least 6 m high
Length of bridge: 400 m long
Discussion point:
●
Traffic volume is very low, who and how is decided to invest in the fly-over? Are
there other ways to protect the animals?

5.4

Natura 2000 site – “Stawy w Brzeszczach” planned express road S-1
The lakes in the area of Stawy w Brzesczach are on the
shadow list to become a Natura 2000 site. The specific
borders of the area have not yet been finalised.
The Natura 2000 area borders the town Oswiecim, site
of the concentration camp ‘Ausschwitz’, a protected
monument.
Plans for construction of S-1 crossing the Natura 2000
site exist, but not yet finalised mainly due to the borders
of the area not having been defined.
NGOs are not yet involved in the planning process, but
the National Road Authority intends to involve the NGOs in the future?
Representative of EC advised that NGOs can already be involved before any specific plans have
been developed.

Discussion point:
●
When do you involve NGOs and other stakeholders in the planning process?
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OPEN PLANNING AND DECISION MAKING: THE CHALLENGES
The open planning and decision making process requires to be transparent and accessible for all.
Discussions on the challenges surrounding the planning process revealed the following points to
keep in mind:
Procedures:
◊
◊

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Improve quality of implementation of procedures
Consider involving a communications company to increase public support or
even assist organising public hearing to ensure a large target audience is
reached
Evaluate and highlight positive effects of a project (for example mitigation
measures can restore the area)
Record all information, discussions and consultations, also if an NGO is not
willing to cooperate, include this in the EIA reporting
Stay realistic when proposing alternative solutions, don’t just propose a
solution for the sake of having an additional solution
Avoid higher cost due to longer running time
Don’t try to please everyone. A consensus also has its limits!
Technical planning versus emotional planning
No regulations exist on European level of best measures for ecoducts, noise
barriers, drainage, etc.

Protection of flora and fauna:
◊
Protection of flora, fauna and species is needed both in protected and
unprotected areas
◊
If protected species are endangered in the area of the project develop /
implement mitigation measures to compensate for the damage to the
environment.
General on Stakeholders:
◊
Involve all stakeholders early on in the process
◊
Determine the position of different stakeholders
◊
Develop intelligence on the European Commission, other international
institutes and international NGOs to improve procedures and acceptance of
projects
Non-governmental organisations (NGOs):
◊
Involve both national and international NGOs potentially interested in the
develop of roads in your country
◊
Involve NGOs in the process from the early stage this will potentially avoid
them going to the European Commission. Who inevitably will come back to
the road authority to prove the contrary (for example: site visit Morzyk with
the Black stork)
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◊
◊

Municipalities:
◊

Environmental NGOs are not in principle against economic development,
but more about the process and when input can be given
Work with the NGOs who want to work constructively to find solutions,
remember there will always be one NGO that will protest

Municipalities have little funds, but a lot of power in that they can introduce
new solutions at the last moment

European Commission:
◊
European Commission have a lot of power to block the development of a
road, make sure all the information supplied is complete and accurate
◊
How does the European Commission guarantee a fair distribution of funds
for projects across the European Union?
◊
Four important points European Commission always verifies:
o Check if procedures are correctly followed
o Evidence of public consultation
o Ensure mitigation measures compensate sufficiently the negative impact
o Full documentation given
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APPENDIX 1: PARTICIPANT LIST

Title Name

Position

Department

Organisation

Country

Mrs Vassilka Kostadinova

Head of Sector

International Relations Dept

Road Executive Agency

Bulgaria

Mrs Galina Vassileva

Head od dept

EU Phare Programme dept

Road Executive Agency

Bulgaria

Mr. Ivo Dostal

Environment Section

Transport Research Centre

Czech Republic

Environment Section

Transport Research Centre

Czech Republic

Mr. Hendrik Puhkim

Research
specialist
Research
specialist
Chief specialist

Planning Department

Estonian Road Administration

Estonia

Mr. Roland Mäe

Technical support Planning Department

Estonian Road Administration

Estonia

Mr. Péter Faragó

Project Manager Cohesion Fund Intermediate Body for Ministry of Economy & Transport
Transport

Hungary

Mr. József Gubányi-Kléber

Project Manager Cohesion Fund Intermediate Body for National Development Office
Transport

Hungary

Mr. Raivis Širmelis

Project Manager Contract Department

Latvian State Roads

Latvia

Mrs Zanda Jaunsproge

Senior Officer

Road Transport Department

Ministry of Transport

Latvia

Mrs. Jurate Sarpyte-Vaiciulioniene Chief Specialist

Long-term Road Planning Division

Lithuanian Road Administration under the Ministry Lithuania
of Transport and Communications

Mr. Rokas Radvilavicius

Environmental Protection Division

Transport and Road Research Institute

Mr. Jiri Dufek

Engineer
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Mr. Claudiu-Florin Bălan

Ecological
Consultant

Environment Protection Department

Romanian National Company for Motorways and Romania
National Roads

Mrs. Eva Dulebová

State Advisor

Department of Road Infrastructure

Mrs. Katarzyna Maranda

Specialist

Project Preparation Office

Mrs. Joanna Byrka

Specialist

Project Preparation Office

Ministry
of
Transport,
Post
and Slovak Republic
Telecommunications
Ministry
of
Transport,
Post
and Slovak Republic
Telecommunications
General Directorate for National Roads and Poland
Motorways (GDDKiA)
GDDKiA
Poland

Mrs. Maria Mleczko-Król

Specialist

Opole Division

GDDKiA

Poland

Mrs. Monika Tuszyńska

Specialist

Warsaw Division

GDDKiA

Poland

Mrs. Olenarda Grudecka
Mr. Michał Polus
Mr. Sergé Bogaerts

Specialist
Specialist

Mr. Jan Novotny

Mr. Bert Stegehuis

Mrs. Karin Holthuis

Mrs. Christa Kempenaar

Wroclaw Division
GDDKiA
Krakow Division
GDDKiA
East Netherlands Division, Directorate Ministry of Transport,
Policy Advisor General of Public Works and Water Watermanagement
Ecology
Management
East Netherlands Division, Directorate Ministry of Transport,
Senior
Policy General of Public Works and Water Watermanagement
Advisor
Management
Coordinator
Road and Hydraulic Engineering Ministry of Transport,
Environmental
Division
Watermanagement
Policy
Head of EIA / Road and Hydraulic Engineering Ministry of Transport,
Transportation
Division
Watermanagement
center
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APPENDIX 2: GUEST SPEAKERS & CHAIRPERSONS
Title Name

Position

Department

Organisation

Mr. Bart Humblet

Consultant

Environment and Sustainability Unit
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Netherlands

Mr. Sibout Nooteboom

Consultant

DHV Management Consultants
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Netherlands

Mr. Witold Zapaśnik

GDDKiA

Poland

Roads & Bridges Research Institute

Poland

Mrs. Anna Liro

Head of External Administrative Office
Affairs Division
Head of research
center
Deputy Director Nature Conservation Department

Ministry of Environment

Poland

Mr. Pieter De Pous

Policy officer

Mr. Adam Wysokowski

Ms. Agata Zdanowicz

Mr. Adam Abdulwahab

Agriculture, Biodiversity and Soil European Environment Bureau
Protection
Desk officer for Unit B2 Nature & Biodiversity
EC, DG Environment
Poland
and
Slovakia
Thematic development, Lisbon strategy EC, DG Regional Policy
and Impact
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APPENDIX 3: CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
Sunday, 4 September
Afternoon
Between 19.00
– 24.00

Arrival of participants
Wrocław Airport
Dinner, Novotel hotel in Wrocław

Monday, 5 September
07.30 – 08.30
08.30 – 13.00

Breakfast & check-out
Introduction & Site visit A4 motorway (Wrocław –
Katowice).
Themes: passages for animals, Natura 2000 site,
noise barriers, water protection, etc.

13.00 – 14.30
14.30 – 15.15

Arrival at conference centre
Lunch
Formal opening session

15.15 – 16.00

Introduction of participants & programme

16.00 – 16.15
16.15 – 16.45

Break
Environment & democracy in historical perspective

16.45 – 17.15

How to deal with resistance

17.15 – 18.00

Introduction of frame-work & discussion of A4 site
visit (including lessons learnt)

18.30
19.30 – 21.00

Dinner
Night walk

Mr. Ludomir Szubert (Director General, GDDKiA)
Mr. Luc Batterink (Director, East Netherlands
section, RWS)
Mr. Michel Goppel (Director Partners for Roads
Program)
Katarzyna Maranda (GDDKiA)
Benno Bultink (East Netherlands section, RWS)
Karin Holthuis (Road and Hydraulic Engineering
Division, RWS)
Sibout Nooteboom (DHV)
Maria Mleczko-Król (GDDKiA Opole Division)
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Tuesday, 6 September
09.00 – 09.15

Opening of the session

09.15 –10.00

Introduction of the “Partners on the Road to
Success” game
Playing the “Partners on the Road to
Success”
Discussion learning points and results of
“Partners on the Road to Success”
Lunch
Session 1

10.00 – 12.00
12.00 – 13.00
13.00 – 14.30
Parallel
sessions
14.30 – 14.50

14.50 – 15.10

Spatial planning & municipalities
Latvia

15.50 – 16.30

Permission, procedures & municipalities,
NGOs
Hungary
Transport Modeling for Transport Network
Development
Czech Republic
Problems encountered in Dutch road
planning projects
Christa Kempenaar (Road and Hydraulic
Engineering Division, RWS)
Discussion
Prof. Leszek Rafalski

16.30 – 17.30
19.30

Plenary discussion & conclusions
Gala dinner

15.10 – 15.30

15.30 – 15.50

Chairperson: Prof. Leszek Rafalski
(Director, Roads & Bridges Research
Institute)
Like van der Ham – van Hulten (DHV)
Groups of 6 persons (1 Dutch representative
per team)
Prof. Leszek Rafalski

Session 2
Public debates for “Bucuresti – Brasov”
motorway
Romania
Biodiversity; design of bypass and viaduct.
Karmelava; road savety and environment
Lithuania
Presentation title t.b.c.
Slovakia
Bypass Ommen – Dutch example
Bert Stegehuis (East Netherlands section,
RWS)
Discussion

Bart Humblet (DHV)

Prof. Leszek Rafalski

Wednesday, 7 September
8.30 – 9.00
9.15 – 20.00

Introduction
Natura 2000 site – ‘Stawy w Brzeszczach’
– planned express road S-1
Animal passage – planned fly-over of
express road S-69
Natura 2000 site – ‘Morzyk’ – express
road S-1

20.00

Discussion
Dinner

Joanna Byrka (GDDKiA)
Bus tour along 3 locations including lunch
Rafał Kurek (Centre of Wolf Monitoring –
NGO)
Radosław Szymczuk (Workshop for All
Beings – NGO)
Representative of GDDKiA Katowice Division

Restaurant “SALVE” in Głogówek
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Thursday, 8 September
09.00 – 09.10

Opening of the session

09.10 – 09.30

Introduction (including review of last 3 days)

09.30 – 10.00

EC – DG Regional Policy:
The role of regional policy in road projects
EC – DG Environment:
The role of environment policy in road
projects
Question & Answer
Break
Case: Struma Motorway - Kresna Gorge
NGO: EAIs/SEAs – the process from NGO
perspective & their role
Case: Non Governmental Organisations in
Estonia
Question & Answer
Lunch
Preparation panel discussion: in groups work
out 2 questions for panel
Panel discussion environmental policy &
implementation

10.00 – 10.30

10.30 – 11.00
11.00 – 11.15
11.15 – 11.35
11.35 – 11.55
11.55 – 12.15
12.15 – 13.00
13.00 – 14.30
14.30 – 15.15
15.15 – 16.00

16.00 – 16.15
16.15 – 17.15

Break
Panel discussion

17.15 – 18.00

Closing ceremony

19.00 – 24.00

Closing dinner

Chairperson: Hans Jeekel (Director
Mobility
&
Transport,
Transport
Research Center)
Katarzyna Maranda (GDDKiA) /
Bart Humblet (DHV)
Adam
Abdulwahab
(European
Commission, DG Regional Policy)
Agata
Zdanowicz
(European
Commission, DG Environment)
Hans Jeekel
Bulgaria
Pieter
de
Pous
Environmental Bureau)
Estonia

(European

Hans Jeekel
Group work: 4 groups
Hans Jeekel;
Agata Zdanowizc
Adam Abdulwahab
Pieter de Pous
Anna
Liro
(Polish
Ministry
Environment)
Authors of 2 presentations

Panel representatives led by Hans
Jeekel
Mr. Zbigniew Kotlarek - Deputy Director
of National Roads & Motorways
Mr. Zbigniew Witkowski - Deputy
Minister of Environment
Hans Jeekel – Director Mobility &
Transport, Transport Research Center
Pałac Frączków

Friday, 9 September
Morning

Departure of participants
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APPENDIX 4: SUGGESTIONS FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE ACTIVITIES
During the conference the needs and wishes of the participants for future activities were
discussed. The first four activities are already part of Partner for Roads program, which
participants would like to see continued in the future. The other activities are suggestions / ideas
opted during the conference for future implementation, after research and further development.
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

◊

◊

◊

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Multi-country conferences between the partners for roads;
Stakeholder workshops about real life cases of road planning;
Training programme;
Support in developing SEA, EIA, Cost-Benefit analysis.
Website / e-group - e-learning linked to specific area to exchange
information between participants on relevant topics, such as: compensation
measures; noise management; air quality; TEN strategy; Dutch Act 2002 for
highway development etc.
Processes related management game in Brussels. Participants: current
participants & their bosses. Two teams play against each other. Dutch
experts are “client”, EC heads of unit invited to “judge” project proposals
etc.
Establish an independent committee who sees to quality / the right method /
level of detail / focusing on the right issues etc. (like Committee MER in the
Netherlands) OR alternatively: Facilitate between countries the possibility to
give 2nd opinion on projects
Conference - Bulgaria - Kresna Gorge - focusing on process to develop the
most suitable solution. Invite all involved parties to take part in panel
discussion
Conference - Hungary - M0 ring road as a specific example of a regional
development project
Conference - Noise management in relation to implementation of ECDirective
Conference - TEN strategy - discuss policies and develop guidelines
Benchmark study on for example noise barriers
EIA-training course. Either wholly theoretical or also practical: for example
a case is visited and the game Partners on the road to success is played to see
how to react during different phases of the project. Can be either per CEEC
country, or a number of CEEC countries.
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APPENDIX 5: SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE
In the document below are summarized the results of the questionnaire sent to participants with
their application forms in July 2005. We have received the questionnaire back from 6 countries
(out of 9).
The responses gives us a good indication of the wishes of the participants for the 2nd Roads and
Environment conference.
The summary is divided in 4 parts: Arnhem conference; the network; NGOs and their role in
infrastructure project development; EU regulations and their application.
The Arnhem Conference:
Most respondents found the Arnhem Conference 2004 quite useful for their work in the last 8
months. The activities considered as useful were:
- Ecoduct
- Traffic noise / Noise mapping
- Natura 2000
- Mitigation measures
Respondents felt the practical sessions most useful, as one mentioned “we have the theoretical
knowledge, not the practical”. Preference is also give to small working groups as it is easier to
communicate and understand each other.
The cases studied in 2004 contributed to the respondents work, because:
- The cases were similar to situations they face;
- The respondents deal with similar issues,
- gave insight into different ways to deal with a problem
But…as geographical conditions are not identical not all cases / situations are relevant in their
own country.
Creating a network of specialists:
The respondent of the Baltic States used their network, to exchange information. It also led to
expert visits.
All respondents are positive about the network that is being created through the conferences for
the following reasons:
- exchange information on similar problems
- more information about different environmental subjects
- advise / consultancy to assist in evaluation of EIAs
- lessons on how other countries are dealing with implementing EU regulations
One country mentioned that although the network is useful, inviting the participants to
participate in another conference organised by them did not result in participants from this
network. (The reason behind no participation is not clear – e.g. Not relevant, too costly, etc.).
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Type of assistance Partner for Roads could provide to enhance an integrated approach in
sustainable development: (out of 7 respondents)

conferences (annual / bi-annual)
newsletters (monthly / bi-annual)
workshop (annual / bi-annual)
website
e-group
booklet of practice (best & worst)

5
1
4
5
4
3

Other suggestion included:
- field visits to host & neighbouring countries with Dutch expert assistance
- practical manuals
Situation of NGOs:
In all countries NGOs have existed for more than 5 years. The role is evaluated as important and
quite active. NGOs are usually involved through protests and discussions. Estonia mentions
they are actively involved in project development.
The NGOs are usually involved during the planning stage, in the Czech Republic mentioned
NGOs also are involved during the realisation phase.
At present the involvement of NGOs appears to be for all respondents a “must” and the
advantages / positive side is highlighted (“friendly cooperation”).
Example of experience with NGO:
Estonia:
Negative experience: harbour in Saaremaa Island - NGOs were unsatisfied with the EIA
procedure and took the ministry of environment to court
Hungary:
Negative experience: One of the NGOs tries to snatch each and every legal procedure for
stopping the project. We have faced at a rigid behaviour instead of having a co-operative one.
Poland:
Positives: representatives of GDDKiA were working together with NGOs representatives on
Terms of Reference for tendering on elaboration of SEA for so called Via Baltica road.
Negative: NGOs didn’t co-operated fully and properly with the Ministry of Environment on the
construction of the list of NATURA 2000 sites and they’ve sent their alternative list (so called
shadow list) to the European Commission with their proposals of NATURA 2000 sites. The
legal status of the shadow list was long discussed and still is not obvious.
Romania:
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The NGOs discovered certain places usually used by birds as nestle places and due to their
signal we should modify the motorway route
Experiences / effects of EU regulations:
All respondents state the EU regulations are an important issue in their country, and that they
benefit their infrastructure projects. The regulations are: EIA/SEA; Noise directive and natura
2000, Cohesion / Structural funds.
General benefits include:
- more progressive EIA procedure
- Environmental issues are becoming more important and are influencing decisions about
positioning of new traffic routes
- Financing of projects from the European funds
Example of projects:
Romania: Reconstruction of national roads and construction works of new motorways
Estonia mentions that they have had projects which were hampered by the Natura 2000
Lithuania mentions that The Lithuanian Law on Noise Management does not comply with the
noise directive (limit value, evaluation of noise and others)
Czech respondent are not involved them selves but mass media attention was given to a number
of projects:
Natura 2000 – a new sections of highways and motorways (for example D8, R35, R52, D11);
EIA/SEA – passing of R43 motorway through city district Brno-Bystrc
Problems encountered surrounding the EU regulations:
- Interpretation of regulations
- Project realization process is longer & more cost consuming
- Problems with Health Impact Assessment, part of EIA.
- Problems with implementation of Noise Directive (the Lithuanian Law on Noise
Management does not comply with the Noise Directive)
- Problem Via Baltica – in relation to new law introducing Natura 2000 network and
special protection needs for areas cross-cut by the planned road
- Problems with implementation of SEA
Noise Directive is not yet implemented in: Czech Republic; Lithuania and Romania.
Support is more commonly received through national institutes, and not from the EU directly.
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